
Very sturdy construction 
with the same approved 

locks of high-security type 
as classified safety 
cabinets has been 
provided for a very 

burglar-proof storage 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Charging Cart / Safety Cart - XS   
 
• Charging Cart/Safety Cart - XS from CEKA-

AnchorPad is our newly developed and 
unbeatable solution for simultaneous  
storage, moving and charging of up to 15  
Laptops or 30 iPads/Tablets/Mini-Laptops. 
 

 
• Mobility enables the cart to function as a mobile 

classroom or in any context where the moving 
and charging of Laptops/Tablets needs to be 
done. 
 

• The Cart is made with the same type of 
construction and has the same locks that 
classified safety cabinets are equipped with.  
The cart is by far the most powerful and safest  
on the market. 
 

• Can be orderd in versions with approved keylock 
of high-security type or with advanced and 
approved code lock with many settings options 
that are a good choice if you are many users and 
eliminate key management. Unique design means 
that if the battery runs out of the Code-Lock, the 
battery is easily replaced from the outside of the 
cart. 
 

• The cart has strong front and rear doors, which 
simplifies wiring and starting up the cart. 
 

• The Laptop/Ttablet power adapters are stored 
inside  the rear door in adapter bags that are 
hung on the inner wall.  Fast and convenient 
installation and very easy to take with you if you 
need charging outside the trolley. 
 

• Equipped with specially adapted wheels of very 
high quality which gives an easy to roll, smooth 
and functional cart. 2 of the wheels have brakes. 

 
• The cart is CE-Marked for safe use and equipped 

with outlet strips with 20 earthed socket (220v) 
for connection of the Laptops / Tablets power 
adapters. Connection is then made to standard 
220v sockets. Additional socket strip is available 
as an option if more sockets are needed (635). 

 
• As an option, the Thermostat-controlled fan (636) is 

available if you want the computers in operation, for 
example when updating at night (fan is not required 
for charging only). If necessary for a network switch, 
this can be mounted on any shelf in the trolley.  
 
Options available for purchase as needed: 
 
- Anchor kit wall (630) - Approved chain to 
  prevent unwanted mobility.  
 
- Portable Threshold plate (643) that makes it easy to  
  drive even over high thresholds. 
 
- Mounting shelf - Top of the cart (632).  

    
         - 3-phase adapter  (637)  if you want to charge 

  Laptops/Tablets via a 3-phase socket. 
 
- Charge / Sync device for 16 iPads/ Tablets (6899-16)   
  and Charging Station-USB-6-Port  (6899-6).        
  (The cart holds several Charging/Sync units / Charging stations,  
    allowing charging of additional iPads/Tablets if necessary). 
 

 
Charging Cart/Safety Cart - XS - Item: 
 
        62833K Charging Cart/Safety Cart - XS  (Code)   
 
        62833     Charging Cart/Safety Cart - XS   (Key) 
         
        Optional - Partno:  
                 

          630 Anchor kit - Wall 
 

        635 Additional Socket Strip (10-Socket) 
 

        637 3-Phase adapter (3 pcs standard 220v socket to 1pc 3-phase socket) 
 

        643 Portable sill plate 
 

        636 Thermostatic Fan 
 

        6899-16 Charge-Sync-Unit  for 16 iPads/Tablets (USB)     
 

        6899-6   Charging Station USB-6-Port (iPads/Tablets) 
 
               For other accessories see www.anchorpad.se 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

General Agent/Distributor/Manufacturer 
CEKA-AnchorPad 

V.Rydsvägen 105 196 31 Kungsängen 
Tel +46 (0)8 581 653 50 /  www.anchorpad.se   /  info@anchorpad.se 

 

Front doors 
and front doors  

rear makes 
installation  
and cable-

traction simple. 

15 Laptops or 30 
iPads/Tablets/Mini-

Laptops can be 
stored and charged  
simultaneously in 

the cart. 
 

Equipped with 
specially adapted 

wheels of very high 
quality which gives 

an easy to roll, 
smooth and 

  

Charging Cart/Safety Cart - XS 
for Laptops,  iPads / Tablets 

 

... mobile classroom with an unbeatable combination of security, mobility and versatility. 
 

No: 62833K  / 62833 

The power adapter is 
very easy to loosen 

and very easy to take 
with you if you need 

charging outside  
the cart. 

 

Facts - Charging Cart/Safety Cart - XS: 
Mock.  
Dimensions - External (incl. wheel/handle): 915x640x450mm. (HxWxD) 
 
Height between shelves: 45mm. (Maximum height Laptops/Tablets) 
 
Shelf width - Inside: 490mm (Total maximum width Laptops/Tablets) 
 
Shelf depth:  250mm.  (Maximum depth Laptop/Tablet) 
 
Material: Steel (2mm). Color: Grey/Black 
(Scratch resistant powder coating that can withstand tough conditions). 
 

The Laptop/Tablet power adapters 
are stored inside the rear door in 

adapter bags that are hung on inner 
wall or inserted directly into the 
sockets. Fast and convenient 

installation.  
 

The cart is equipped with a 
slot for easy locking with the 
optional "Anchor kit- Wall" 
(630). Prevents unwanted 

mobility. 
 

As an option there is an 
Thermostat-controlled fan (636) if 

you want the computers in 
operation, for example, when 

updating at night (fan is not needed 
   

Can be ordered    
   with approved   
    nyckellåsning   
     or approved 
     code lock with    
 many setting 
options. 
 

 
Smart Charging 

via App / Wifi 
Easy Scheduling  

of charging in groups 

 

CEKA-AnchorPad – Leader in theft protection for Computers & Other IT equipment 
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